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Introduction. In the paper [5], some almost complex structures of the
tangent bundle of an almost contact manifold were studied. They are defined
by linear connections and an almost contact structure of the base space.
Their integrability conditions are closely related to the curvature tensors.
"Among the almost complex structures there is one which does not depend
on the linear connection. Its integrability is equivalent to the normality of
the almost contact structure." But the proof of the latter fact consists of
highly complicated computations. In this report, we take different approach
and define another kind of almost complex structure which is related essen-
tially to the torsion tensor of the linear connection. By taking special case,
we give another verification of the above quoted fact " •" which is easier
to follow than the former. In the last section, we treat transformations or
infinitesimal transformations of a restricted type.

1. Preliminary. TM and ir denote (the total space of) the tangent bundle
of an almost contact manifold M and the natural projection of TM onto M.
Let U(xι) be a coordinate neighborhood in M with local coordinates x\
z'=l, 2, , m — dimM. Then for a point y of TM, we can take (x\yj) as
local coordinates of y where xι are local coordinates of πy in U and yj

^ t j . The coordinate

transformation in TΓ'XU) Π τr~ι(U'), when U(xι) Π U\xι) is non-empty, is
given by

x*=x\x>), y't = ^

If M has a linear connection V, there corresponds a connection map Ky :
(TM)y -> Mxy, y z TM, where (TM)y (or Mπy) is the tangent space at y (or
Try) to TM (or M). For X=(X\ Xm+ί) the expression of KyX by the local
coordinates is

(l. l) (κyxy = xm+j + yrrj

rsx
s,
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7~) r) '*-'

where Γ{β-^r-τ=: Va τr—r. If we take two linear connections V and V
ox3

 -£L axr

(K and K) and define Q by

(1. 2) KvX = KyX

then the relations

(1. 4) \7yη-u — \7vη-u - η Q(u,y)9

(1. 5) Vyφ M = Vyφ « + Q(φM,y) ~ Φ ' Q(

hold good, where y and u are vector fields on M and φ, ξ, η are the tensors

which define an almost contact structure on M.

The vector field u° on TM is called the vertical lift of a vector field u

on M if u° has components (0,uι), namely if Ku°=u and τra° = 0. And we

call the vector field ΰ on TM the extended vector field or extension of u when

ΰ has components (uι, ~ ό y
j), this is characterised by τrΰ=u and

(1. 6) Kyu = "7yu + T(y, u),

where T denotes the torsion tensor of the linear connection V. The following

relations are useful to calculate the integrability condition of the almost

complex structure in §3,

(1. 8) [ύ, v°] — [u, v]° ,

(1.9) [ΰ,v\ = \ΰM.

To see these, it is enough to express each vector by the local coordinates, for

example, (1. 8) is shown as follows:

— ^

The next four tensors are of importance in the theory of an almost
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contact structure

S(u, v) = [u, v] + φ[φu, v] + φ[u, φv] — [φu, φv]

+ {v η(μ) - U η(v)]ξ,

Sχ(Uy V) — 2 (φu)η V — S (φv)η U ,

where & denotes the operator of Lie derivation. If η{u) and η(v) are constant,

S(u,v) is equal to the sum of the first four terms and

SiiUyV) = —η{[φu,v] — [φv,u]} .

2. Definition. We define (1, l)-tensor J on TM using a connection map
K by

(2. 1) 7Γ.JX = φltyX + foCSΓyX) + V.77 1ΓVX]£ ,

(2. 2) X^JX = φ2CtfX - T CTΓ.X)! + Vyφ τr,X

+ V ^ TΓ̂ X]

where 3; € TM, X is any tangent vector field on TM. We have omitted
subscripts iry in the right hand side for brevity, we adopt these abbreviations
in the following.

PROPOSITION 2-1. J defines an almost complex structure on TM. For

two linear connections V and V, J and J are equal if and only if

(2. 3) Q(u,v) - Q{v,u) + φ Q(u,φv)-φ Q(φv,«) = 0

for any vector fields u, v on M.

PROOF. First TΓJJX = - πX and KJJX = -KX follow by direct
calculation from (2. 1) and (2. 2). Next, if we utilize (1. 2) and(l. 4), we have

TΓyJX = φ7ΓVX-{- [η(KyX) + V yΎ] * ^

= φτryX+[η(KyX) + η • Q{y,τryX) + ̂ vη • τrvX-η QKX.y)] ξ .

Therefore we get
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(2. 4) TΓyJX - 7ΓyJX = η [Q(y, iΓyX) - Q(τryX, y)] ξ .

On the other hand

KylX = KyjX + Q{y, TΓyJX) .

And here we assume that iryJX = τryJX, then

(2. 5) KyJX = φKyX-φryX)ξ + Vyφ τr,X

τr,X] [Q(ξ,y)-Q(y,ξ)],

where we have used (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) and (2.4). Thus, if 7= J, it follows

from (2. 4) that

(2. 6) *, [QCV, TΓyX) - Q(τryX,y)] = 0

and, further from (2. 5)

(2. 7) φ Q(3MΓyX)-φ Q(πyX,y) + Q{φirυX,y)-Q(y9φirυX)

τryX][Q(f,y)-Q(y,f)] - 0.

We put X=ξ° in (2. 7), then we have

(2. 8)

Operating φ to (2. 7), and utilizing (2. 6) and (2. 8), we have (2. 3).

Conversely we assume (2.3). If we put v = ξ, u=y, we have (2. 8). If we

operate η and φ to (2. 3) replaced w, v by 3/, 7ryX, we have (2. 6) and (2. 7).

Thereby TΓJX^TΓJX and KJX=KJX hold good.

THEOREM 2-2. TTie tangent bundle TM of an almost contact manifold

M has an almost complex structure J associating with a linear connection V.

J depends only on the torsion of V. Therefore, if we take a symmetric

connection as V, J does not depend on the connection.

PROOF. If we denote by T and T the torsion tensors of the two linear

connections V and V, we have
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Q(u, v) — Q(v, u) = T{u, v) — T{u, v) .

And so by Proposition 2-1, we see that T=T means J—J. Next we suppose

that the linear connection V which is used in the definition of J is symmetric.

Let V be a flat connection (here we can assume that a flat connection exists,

by restricting ourselves to a small coordinate neighborhood, if necessary). As

the torsion tensors of V and V are equal (zero), J and J coincide completely.

Clearly the expression of J by local coordinates includes only φ, ξ, η and their

partial derivatives. And so does J. We call such an almost complex structure

the natural almost complex structure.

3. Integrability of J. For the convenience of the calculation, we suppose

that, in this section, the torsion tensor T of V satisfies

(3. 1) T(u,v) + φ- T(u,φv) = 0

for any vector fields u and v on M.

LEMMA 3-1. If η{u) = a is constant, then

(3. 2) Jΰ = φΰ- aξ° .

PROOF. By virtue of (1. 6) and the definition (2.1) and (2. 2), we have

iΓyJu = φu + (77 T(y, u))£ ,

KyJΰ = Vv(φu) + φ-T(y9u)-aξ + (η-T(y9u))Vvξ.

Under the assumption (3.1), η T(y, u) = 0 and φ T(y, u) = T(y, φu) hold.

Therefore we get τrvJΰ = iryφu and

KvJΰ = Vy(φu) + T(y,φu) - aξ

= Ky(φΰ - aξ°).

LEMMA 3-2. / / η(u) = a is constant, then

(3. 3) Ju° = (φu)° + aξ.

PROOF. In the similar fashion, we have

7ryJu° — aξ — irv{aξ),

KyJu° = φu + a\7yξ = Ky(iφu)° + aξ).
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This proves Lemma 3-2. Now, we denote by N the Nijenhuis tensor of J,

i.e., for any vector fields X, Y on TM

N(X, Y) = [X, Y] + J[JX, Y] + J[X, JY] - [JX, JY].

LEMMA 3-3. Ifη(u)=oi and η(y) = β are constant, we have

(3. 4) τrυN{uo, v°) = -\ctSlv) - βSlu)] ξ ,

(3. 5) KvN(u°, v°) = -aSt

(3. 6) τrvN(ΰ, v°) = - [£,(«, v)-β\7v(S3(u))] ξ +βS.2(u) ,

(3. 7) KvN(ΰ,v°) = S(u,v^ίS^u, v)-β\7v(S3(u))] \/vξ

+ βT(y, S2(u))+β [V,(5t(«))-5,(«)f],

(3. 8) TΓyNiβ, v) = S(u, v)-X7y(Sι(u, v)) ξ + [aSs(v)-βSs(u)] ξ,

(3. 9) KyN(ΰ, v) = V»(5(«, v))+T(y, S(u, v))+Slu, v) ξ

+aS2(v)-βS2(u)-VviS^u, v)) - Vyt

PROOF. By virtue of (1. 7), (1. 8), (1. 9), Lemma 3-1 and 3-2, we get

τrvN(u°, v°) = τrv[uo,v°] + πvJ[Juo,vo] + τrvJ[uo,Jvo]-'7ry[Juo,Jvo]

iry[al, (φv)°]

and by the definition (2. 1)

v-βZ(ξ)η u]ξ.

Thus we obtain (3. 4). In the next place

KyN(u°,v°) = KyJ[aξ,vo]+KyJ[u°,βξ]-Kv[{φu)o,βQ-Ky[aξ,(φv)0]

= aφ[ξ, v] + aη([ξ,v])'Vvξ
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this proves (3. 5). The verifications for (3. 6)—(3. 9) may be done similarly,

and so we shall omit them.

THEOREM 3-4. The natural almost complex structure J of TM is

integrable if and only if the almost contact structure is normal.

PROOF. If J is integrable, by (3.4) and (3.8) we see that S(u9v)

= S7y(S1(u,v))'ξ. Since y is an arbitrary point of TM, S(u,v)=0, namely

the almost contact structure is normal. Conversely if S=0 we have S1 = S2

= S3 = 0, consequently, N=0.

REMARK. SO far as J is concerned, the assumption (3. 1) is equivalent

to T = 0 by Proposition 2-1.

4. Transformations. Let μ : (xι) -> (xι) be a transformation of M, then

an extended transformation ~μ of TM is characterized by (xi,yv) —> (xv, -^pτ\yj )•

If we write its differential by the same letter, we have

(4. 1) μΰ = Jΰc,

(4. 2) μu° = (μu)° ,

for the extension or vertical lift of a vector field u on M. To see these, let

X=(X*, Xm+ί) be any vector field on TM, then the image μX by the dif-

ferential of μ is given by

From this, (4. 1) and (4. 2) follow.

LEMMA 4-1. Suppose that η(u) = aί is constant and J is the natural almost

complex structure (V : symmetric connection). Then for an extended trans-

formation μ we have

(4. 3) ΊΓyJμΰ = φμu + \7y(r) μu) ξ ,

(4. 4) KyJμΰ = Vy(φμu)+S7v(η μu) Vyξ—(η

(4. 5) 7ΓyJμU° =

(4. 6) KyJμU° =
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On the other hand, as for jϊj, we have

(4. 7) 7Γy μjϊc = μφu ,

(4. 8) KyμJu = \7y(μφu) — OLμξ ,

(4. 9) τryμju° =aμξ,

(4. 10) KyμJu° = μφu + 0LS7v(μξ) ,

where η{μu) = μΓι* {μ*η #).

Proofs are very easy because of (4.1) and (4. 2).

THEOREM 4-2. An extended transformation ~μ is almost analytic with

respect to the natural almost complex structure J of TM if and only if two

relations φμ=μφ and μAη=ση hold for some constant σ.

PROOF. If Jμ=μJ, from (4.3) and (4.7) we get

φμ = μφ, V, (μ-^(jι*η u)) = 0 .

The relation φμ=μφ implies μ,*η = ση for some sealer field σ on M. And so

by S7y(ctμ~1*σ)=09 dσ=0 holds. That is to say σ is constant. Conversely

if φμ=μφ and μ*η = ση are valid for constant σ, we have μξ = σξ. Then (4.3)

mean Jμ=μJ.

COROLLARY 4-3. An extension ΰ of a vector field u on M is almost

analytic with respect to the natural almost complex structure if and only if

&(u)φ = 0 and 2(u)η=cη hold for some constant c.

Analogously to the preceeding Corollary, we have

THEOREM 4-4. A vertical lift u° is almost analytic -with respect to the

natural almost complex structure if and only if u is an infinitesimal auto-

morphism of the almost contact structure.

PROOF. Let v be any vector field on M such that η(v) is constant, then

ΊΓy2>(uO)J V = 1Γy[u°,Jv] - 7ΓyJ[u°,v]

= - η[tl9v\ ξ



And
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KyZ(μ°)J-v = [u,φv] - φ[u,v] - η[u9v]

Similarly we have

7ry2(u°)J-v° =0

KvS(μ0)J-v°=η(v)[u,ξ].

From these we see that Z(u°)J=0 if and only if Z(μ)φ = 0, 2>(u)η=0 and

REMARK 1. If the almost contact structure is normal, the words 'almost
complex' and 'almost analytic' turn to 'complex' and 'analytic' in Theorem
4-2, Corollary 4-3 and Theorem 4-4.

REMARK 2. With respect to the local coordinates, the natural almost
complex structure J has following components ([5] §5)

Vv,
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